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Back to Square One

AS THE STANDING GROUP DECIDED against a diplomatic initiative on 23 April, its
members were still short of alternatives. Unless something was done, Castro’s
position would only improve, and so McNamara argued for going back to the old
Pentagon policy of “creating such a situation of dissidence within Cuba as to
allow the U.S. to use force in support of anti-Castro forces without leading to
retaliation by the USSR on the West.” The attorney general moved things along by
proposing three studies: how the United States might respond to specific
contingencies, including the death of Castro or the shooting down of a U-2; how to
overthrow Castro in eighteen months; and how “to cause as much trouble as we

can for Communist Cuba during the next eighteen months.”1

The studies gave little cause for optimism. If a U-2 was shot down, the
provocation might justify decisive action against Cuba, but only if the provocation
was internationally recognized and continued after the United States escalated up
the familiar path of diplomatic protest, quarantine, and suppression of air
defenses. A coup or revolt would not necessarily either require an immediate
American response or provide a suitable opportunity for one. A more general
uprising was simply judged unlikely. If Castro died (for whatever reason), the
odds were that “his brother Raul or some other figure would, with Soviet backing
and help, take over control.” Anti-Moscow Cuban nationalists would “require

extensive U.S. help in order to win, and probably U.S. military intervention.”2

At the end of May, Bundy drew the conclusion that there were no sure ways of
overthrowing Castro; none of the contingencies could be controlled by the United
States, and all involved a serious risk of confrontation with the Soviet Union. In
the absence of anything better, discussion wandered back to covert operations and
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sabotage. The CIA was still developing its plans. McCone thought they might help
subvert Castro and would “at least create a very high noise level.” Robert Kennedy
believed that it was still necessary to do something against Castro even if he could
not be brought down. Bundy acknowledged that the United States could still “give

an impression of busyness in Cuba.”3

Matters had almost reached the point where “noise” of some sort was to be
welcomed rather than avoided. Whether or not it made much difference to the
Cuban situation, at least it would show those demanding action that something
was being done. Deniability had become a hopeless proposition anyway. A host of
groups was plotting openly against Cuba, and CIA support was assumed and
discussed in the press. In April McCone had insisted future operations could not be
authorized unless the political consequences of the unavoidable hubbub were

accepted.4 Robert worried that the open press discussion could lead to a Soviet
over-reaction and, in late May, reassured a Soviet intelligence officer that no

intervention was being planned.5 The June NIE observed that with the passage of
time, and in the light of Castro’s charismatic appeal, there was no reason to
suppose that “internal political opposition or economic difficulties will cause the
regime to collapse.” So the objective became less Castro’s overthrow than the
prevention of the further consolidation of his position. The available means were
the same: the familiar combination of intelligence collection, sabotage, and
general agitation. Anti-Castro groups would be allowed to undertake autonomous
hit-and-run actions, so long as they were mounted from outside the United States.
There was a palpable lack of enthusiasm, even in the CIA, for a noisy operation

that promised little and which might harm improved relations with Moscow.6

The noise began without action. One example of a spate of press reports was
“Backstage with Bobby” from the Miami Herald of 14 July, which described the
attorney general’s conversations with groups planning raids from Central
America. Rather than try to sustain secrecy, a hopeless task where the Cubans
were concerned, Robert appeared to think it more sensible to float extra rumors,
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“so that in the welter of press reports no one would know the true facts.”7 Soon
the exile groups did get into their stride. Robert later claimed that more was done
with “espionage and sabotage in August, September, October.” With Fitzgerald,
activities were “better organized and were having quite an effect.” He cited with
pride the “ten or twenty tons of sugar cane that were being burned every week
through internal uprisings.” But he also indicated that there was always reluctance

to give final approval to projects.8 Nonetheless, the number of approvals rose.9 By
mid-September the Cuban government had reported seven raids, most involving
light planes, and was charging the United States with preparing aggression. The
public position of the U.S. government remained cautious; it observed that
“indiscriminate attacks” did not “actually represent a real blow at Cuba or

advance the cause.”10

On 10 September Dobrynin came to see Thompson with a confidential
message for the president from Khrushchev. The Soviet leader, he reported, having
believed that the relation between the two countries had taken a turn for the
better, was surprised that the signing of the test ban treaty had been followed by
unknown planes shelling industrial establishments in Cuba and saboteurs landing
on the coast. As these actions could be undertaken only from the United States,
Khrushchev now hoped that Kennedy would take action to “stop the piratic
attacks.” He added that the Soviet Union “would certainly fulfill its commitments
if aggression were unleashed against Cuba.”

The president’s reaction was to stop exile raids emanating from outside the
United States as well as from inside. He was only ever really impressed by
activities within Cuba. Gordon Chase, an NSC staff member, warned of the
problem of winding down all those who had become wound up over Cuba—the
exiles themselves plus their supporters in the United States and Latin America. The
reply to Khrushchev, sent via Dobrynin, promised that every effort was being
made to prevent raids mounted from U.S. territory but that activities elsewhere in
the hemisphere could not be controlled. Going on the offensive, Kennedy cited
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Cuban activities such as guerrillas entering Peru, the provision of funding to
communists in Ecuador, and exhortations to terrorism in Venezuela. The argument
continued when he met with Gromyko in October. Kennedy observed that “[i]n
any event, he did not see any benefit to the U.S. from harassment. This would not

unseat Castro and served no useful purpose.”11

DEALING WITH CASTRO

Rusk was unenthusiastic about covert operations, concerned about the noise level,
and interested in the possibility of an accommodation with Castro. Bundy was
also interested, although he did not expect a deal until things got much rougher

for Castro.12 In early June the CIA could point to a number of indications that a
more conciliatory policy toward the United States was being considered in

Havana.13 McCone himself still considered a rapprochement “out of the question”
and even dangerous to contemplate. Notwithstanding a loss of enthusiasm, the
consensus view was still to support efforts to probe Castro’s mind, perhaps

through another visit by Donovan.14

An opportunity to start probing arose in September. William Attwood, the
American ambassador to Guinea, was spending some time with the U.S.
delegation to the UN while he recovered from a bout of polio. In 1959, while
editor of Look magazine, he had interviewed Castro and had retained an interest
in Cuba. Also he had seen in Guinea how a left-wing leader, in this case Sekou
Touré, could be eased away from an alignment with Moscow. In late August he
met Guinea’s ambassador to Havana, who told him Castro was looking to escape
from his satellite status. He read Lisa Howard’s account of her April conversation
with Castro, spoke with her, and then decided to raise the issue with Averell

Harriman.15 This led to a memo arguing for “a discreet inquiry into the possibility
of neutralizing Cuba on our terms.” In one of the first serious critiques to
penetrate into the NSC, he argued that the effects of current policy were negative,
aggravating Castro’s anti-Americanism and putting the United States in the
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position of a bully. There was no reason to suppose that the regime was about to
fail, and the United States did not intend to overthrow it by force. He had reason
to believe that Castro, though not necessarily the communists in his entourage,
would like to reduce his dependence upon Moscow and establish some official
contact with the United States. He therefore proposed finding an opportunity to
discuss this with Cuban diplomats during the coming UN General Assembly
session, with an agenda based on neutralization and nonalignment, involving the

evacuation of all Soviet-bloc personnel.16

Harriman, long dubious about current policy (he had once suggested that the
best way to undermine communist leaders was to make them look ridiculous), was
instinctively in favor of this. So was Adlai Stevenson, who quickly obtained the
president’s permission for Attwood to make a discreet contact with Cuba’s UN
ambassador Carlos Lechuga Hevia. This took place at Lisa Howard’s apartment on
23 September. The ambassador reacted positively to the possibility of a further
exchange of views. At Harriman’s prudent suggestion, a meeting for Attwood was
arranged with Robert Kennedy, who also agreed that the contact would be useful,
although he was apprehensive about leaks. He thought it unwise for Attwood to go
to Havana if invited. The UN would be a better forum. This point was made to
Lechuga when they met again on 27 September.

On 7 October Stevenson set out conditions for improving relations: cease
being an agent of the Soviet policy, no external subversion, restore constitutional
rights. Other contacts suggested that Havana was ready to talk but that Castro
was being watched carefully by a resolutely procommunist group. In reporting
back to Bundy’s office, Attwood observed that while the door was “ajar,” he was

not optimistic because of Castro’s own limited room for maneuver.17 Certainly all
Lechuga could offer for the moment was an informal and occasional chat. Lisa
Howard had already concluded that Lechuga would find it difficult to get to Castro
via the Foreign Ministry and so she had got in touch with René Vallejo, Donovan’s
old contact. He replied that Castro was interested but could not leave the country.
He would, however, be prepared to send a plane to Mexico to pick up Attwood to
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fly him to a Cuban meeting.

To get the White House involved, Attwood arranged for a French journalist,

Jean Daniel, to visit Kennedy prior to visiting Havana.18 The president accepted
that his country deserved blame for its policies of the Batista era, and he was
sympathetic to the ideals that had inspired the Cuban revolution. But Castro had
betrayed these ideals by becoming “a Soviet agent in Latin America.” Asked
whether “American liberalism and socialist collectivism” could be compatible,
Kennedy pointed to good relations with Yugoslavia and Guinea. He told Daniel
that “continuation of the blockade depends on the continuation of subversive
activities.”

When Attwood’s mission was discussed by the Special Group on 5 November,

others were less sure than Bundy of its advisability.19 The State Department’s
Latin American Bureau appeared much more skeptical than the president, adding
renunciation of Marxism-Leninism, restoration of capitalism, and compensation

for past expropriations to the conditions.20 When on 12 November Kennedy met
with his advisers, they were given no reason to suppose that Castro’s grip was
being seriously weakened. Rusk observed that the “hit-and-run sabotage tactics”
were “unproductive, complicating our relations with the Soviets and also with our

friends.” McNamara was more positive, though he counseled a “careful watch.”21

That same day Chase produced a rebuttal of the State Department’s position,
pointing to the political and economic difficulties faced by Castro and the need to
make sure he understood that he had an option of rapprochement. If the initiative
looked like it was getting anywhere, it might at least sow confusion in the
communist ranks. The real challenge would be to convince American public
opinion that the government was not being taken for a ride should the dialogue

progress.22

Possibly on this basis, Bundy spoke with Kennedy about the mission and then
encouraged Attwood to take it forward. All that was authorized, however, was a
visit by Vallejo to the United States so that Attwood could receive any messages
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from Castro. It had to be clarified that “we are not supplicants in this matter.”
Attwood passed this message directly to Vallejo on 18 November, and it was
agreed that Lechuga would be in touch in order to discuss an agenda for a later
meeting with Castro. Bundy told Attwood that once an agenda was received from
the Cubans, the president wanted to see him to discuss the next steps. On Castro’s

own account, an agenda was soon under preparation.23

That same day Kennedy addressed the Cuban issue in a speech in Miami:
“Every nation is free to shape its own economic institutions in accordance with its
own national needs.” The only thing that divided Cuba from the United States was
that it was being used by “a small band of conspirators...in an effort dictated by
external powers to subvert the other American republics. This, and this alone,
divides us. As long as this is true, nothing is possible. Without it, everything is
possible.” According to Schlesinger, the speech was written by Richard Goodwin
and reviewed by a White House group, including himself, to help Attwood; he
denies that it was designed to send a green light to an anti-Castro coup. However,
later Bundy told Lyndon Johnson that the speech was “designed to encourage anti-
Castro elements within Cuba to revolt... and to indicate that we would not permit

another Cuba in the Hemisphere.”24

Nonetheless, two days later Castro suddenly spoke with Daniel, who had spent
three weeks trying to make contact and was about to leave Havana. Castro
appeared to think that Kennedy was sincere and a realist, someone who might just
learn to coexist with socialists.

Personally, I consider him responsible for everything, but I will say this:
he has come to understand many things over the past few months; and
then too, in the last analysis, I’m convinced that anyone else would be
worse. . . . You can tell him that I’m willing to declare Goldwater my

friend if that will guarantee Kennedy’s re-election.25

The implication of this is that Castro was playing a longer game. He certainly had
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not yet given up on his ambitions for the rest of Latin America, with Venezuela his
current target. He had been tutored by Khrushchev into supposing that the best
time to do business with Kennedy would be after the 1964 election. The
opportunity never came. Two days later Kennedy was cut down in Dallas.

The initial reaction on the NSC following Kennedy’s assassination was to
persevere with the mission out of curiosity, and on the basis that it should do no
harm. Word came from Lechuga that Castro had authorized talks with Attwood at
the UN. On 2 December the two men met with Lechuga, wanting to know whether
in the new circumstances Attwood still could talk. There was already hesitation
because President Johnson’s views had yet to be canvassed, and there was also
concern that Attwood was too much of a “true-believer” to convey a stiff enough
message. Though Attwood was told that Castro had approved detailed talks and
an agenda, he could only respond by reporting that a policy review was under

way.26

The initiative petered out. A short note Attwood prepared for Stevenson on the
initiative reached President Johnson, who asked Bill Moyers, his special assistant,
to find out what had been going on. Moyers spoke to Bromley Smith, executive
secretary to the NSC, who reviewed the initiative and recommended that this was
not the time to develop this contact, though it could be reactivated at a later date.
He appears to have been influenced by a recently signed Cuban-Soviet trade

agreement.27

There was another issue: Kennedy’s alleged assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, had

“been heralded as a pro-Castro type.”28 This was potentially extremely serious, for
if Castro could be shown to be in any way behind the murder, then the pressure
would be on for retaliation and not rapprochement. For those involved in the
murkier side of Kennedy’s campaign against Castro, Oswald’s Cuban connection
and then his own assassination by a man with known Mafia connection was
unnerving. The Cuban leader himself appeared shocked by the news, although he
had warned that “United States leaders should think that if they are aiding in
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terrorist plans to eliminate Cuban leaders, they themselves will not be safe.”29

Whether Kennedy was killed by a lone assassin or as a result of the complex plots
involving the mob and Cuban exiles that are explored by conspiracy theorists, one
way or another he was probably the victim of the Cuban issue in American
politics.

Though the new president was anxious to avoid any drastic action, his
instincts were more hawkish than his predecessor’s. He asked Bundy “how we
planned to dispose of Castro” and spoke of the need to “evolve more aggressive
policies.” A couple of days later he reported to Senator Fulbright that the Cubans
were “shipping arms all over the damned hemisphere” and wanted ideas as to

how “to pinch their nuts more than we’re doing.”30 Efforts to disrupt the December
elections in Venezuela had not helped Castro’s reputation. Earlier in the year
Kennedy had asked McCone if the CIA had any evidence of the direct link between
Castro and the insurrectionists in Venezuela that he was sure must exist. At the
end of November Venezuela claimed to have found a cache of Cuban arms on a
beach, including rifles, machine guns, and ammunition. Because the export of
Cuban arms was unusual, CIA analysts were surprised by the find. There were

suspicions, never proved, that some of their agents had planted the arms.31

In December the new president’s reaction to a brief on the contacts was
described as “somewhere between lukewarm and cool.” Johnson did not want to
appear “soft” on Cuba in an election year. Attwood was told to put his initiative

on ice for the moment.32 In February Castro sent a direct message to Johnson via
Lisa Howard. The essence of the message was similar to that he had intended to
communicate to Kennedy: He preferred a Democratic to a Republican president
and would help even if this meant tolerating hostile words or actions against Cuba
and no diplomatic movement until after November. He wished it to be known that
he was confident in the strength of the Cuban revolution; nonetheless, the
president should know that he wanted to sit down and “negotiate our differences.”
In the right atmosphere all “areas of contention” could be settled. The “hostility
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between Cuba and the United States is both unnatural and unnecessary—and it

can be eliminated.” There appears to have been no response.33 Howard
nonetheless continued as a back channel between Castro and the Johnson
administration, but the Americans continued to see few advantages in a

rapprochement.34

Was the Attwood overture just another casualty of the transition from
Kennedy to Johnson, another what-might-have-been of history? The Attwood
mission was taken seriously by Kennedy, and those in the know considered this to
be an initiative of potential importance. Gordon Chase, who had been following
the mission for Bundy, observed immediately after the assassination that
“President Kennedy could have accommodated with Castro and gotten away with

it with a minimum of domestic heat.”35 Yet there is no evidence that the gap
between the two men would have been easy to bridge. For both, an abrupt change
of course would have been hard to explain at home and then validate in practice.
The best that could probably have been arranged would have been a steady easing
of tension, with Kennedy decreasing covert efforts and allowing some relaxation
of the economic embargo, while Castro demonstrated that he was behaving
responsibly in the region as he began to shift the domestic balance of power away
from the harder-line communists. Anything more would probably have been for
the second term.
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to the actions taken to deal with the attacks of Soviet vessels.
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